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FESTIVAL NEUE LITERATUR: February 11‐13, 2011
Festival Neue Literatur will bring six of the best up‐and‐coming German‐
language authors to New York, where they will join US authors Francine Prose
and Rivka Galchan in a series of conversations and readings. More information
can be found at: www.festivalneueliteratur.org
For the second year, Festival Neue Literatur will bring some of the best emerging German‐
language authors to the New York City area, and host a series of free and public events to
showcase their work and talent. This year’s German‐language participants are: Dorothee
Elmiger (Switzerland), Andrea Grill (Austria), Julia Schoch (Germany), Antje Rávic
Strubel (Germany), Peter Weber (Switzerland), and Andrea Winkler (Austria).
This event is a collaboration between the Austrian Cultural Forum, Deutsches Haus at NYU,
the German Book Office, the Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Goethe‐Institut NY, Pro Helvetia, and the Consulate General of Switzerland in New York.
Susan Bernofsky, an acclaimed translator, and Paul North, an assistant professor of
Germanic Language and Literature at Yale, are this year’s curators.
Schedule of Events:
2/11: Workshops, Readings, and Roundtable Discussion at Yale
1:00‐7:00pm
Yale University Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures
William L. Harkness Hall, Room 309, New Haven, CT 06520
In German and English
About the event: Six authors from Austria, Germany and Switzerland read from and discuss
their recent work. Afternoon workshops in German (1:00‐5:15pm) will focus on technical
aspects of each author’s style and concerns. A reading and round‐table in English (5:30‐
7:00pm) will address the current landscape of writing in German.
2/12: The Future of the Novel
6:00‐8:00pm
Powerhouse Arena
37 Main Street, Brooklyn
Participants: Peter Weber, Andrea Winkler, Andrea Grill, Rivka Galchen, Paul North
About the event: Andrea Grill (The Beautiful and the Necessary, 2010), Peter Weber (The
Years without Melody, 2007), and Andrea Winkler (Hannah and I, 2008) are prizewinning
authors writing in German who, each in their own way, have determined new possibilities
for the structure, form, and effects of novel writing. In an epoch when the genre seems
imperiled by a thousand threats, Grill discovers a new aesthetic for transnational
capitalism in a coffee fermented in the digestive system of a mongoose. Weber hears a new
music for prose in the boom of industrial music in Germany in the 1980s. Winkler reopens
the wounds made to narrative by writers like Ingeborg Bachmann and Samuel Beckett.

These things—a capitalist aesthetic, prose’s new musical potentials, and the end of
narrative (again)—and more will be discussed.
2/13: Frühschoppen Literary Brunch
12:00pm
Deutsches Haus
42 Washington Mews, New York University
RSVP required: rsvp.deutsches.haus@nyu.edu
About the event: The six German‐language authors of Festival Neue Literatur: Dorothee
Elmiger, Andrea Grill, Julia Schoch, Antje Rávic Strubel, Peter Weber and Andrea Winkler,
join US authors Rivka Galchen and Francine Prose for a sampling from their work,
providing a taste of new writing from Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
2/13: Writing and Memory
6:00‐8:00pm
Idlewild Books
12 W. 19th Street , New York
Participants: Antje Ravic Strubel, Julia Schoch, Dorothee Elmiger, Francine Prose, Susan
Bernofsky
About the event: This panel ‐ including both readings and discussion ‐ will explore the uses
of literary memory, its complexities and its pitfalls. The three German‐language writers
joining American novelist Francine Prose have all made remembering a central part of their
work. Antje Ravic Strubel’s novel Tupolew 134 recalls a real‐life episode in which a Polish
aircraft was hijacked by East Germans desperate to escape to the West. Julia Schoch’s At the
Speed of Summer explores the recollections of an East German woman reflecting on her
sister’s suicide. Swiss‐German writer Dorothee Elmiger’s novel Invitation to the Bold at
Heart follows two young women who teach themselves to read the past inscribed in a
devastated landscape. And U.S. author Francine Prose’s forthcoming novel, My New
American Life, tells the story of an Albanian immigrant whose homeland keeps catching up
with her. Memory and its problems are anything but alien to writing in German. In the
years following World War II, fiction and memoirs addressing the Holocaust attempted to
come to terms with the past through writing about it. Similarly, the collapse of the Eastern
Bloc in 1989 gave rise to a new post‐Wall literature memorializing both positive and
negative aspects of life in the German Democratic Republic.

